
Robert Smith 
Casting Assistant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To secure stable long term employment with a forward thinking company 
that offers the ability for personal and professional growth in a team 
orientated environment.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Casting Assistant
ABC Corporation -   January 2001 – January 2003 

Responsibilities:

 Established a client and applicant database.
 Negotiated contracts.
 Facilitated the scheduling of callbacks and auditions.
 Collected fees/dues for casting services and distributed payouts.
 Performed client scheduling and recruitment.
 Performed administrative and clerical duties for a growing film and 

television casting agency.
 Efficiently and quickly handled a large volume of phone calls and e-mail 

requests within an office operating on various projects.

Casting Assistant
Delta Corporation -   2006 – 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted 10+ Directors and over 40 different productions by hiring over 
500+ background actors monthly to work on various 
productions.Screened multiple potential employees daily for specific 
jobs by determining if their qualifications are a correct fit for each 
individual.

 Compiled reports for the HR department regarding an employees 
performance on production jobs.

 Filmed and read with actors.
 Coordinated talent, casting sessions, footage and dealt with 

communications between agents and managers. Created Excel 
spreadsheets to organized applicants information Contacted potential 
candidates for each show to obtain and notify them.

 Assisted in specialty casting for local productions and events, including 
all graphic design, print work, press releases, and social media content.
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Education

BA in English - (Northeastern University - Boston, MA)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Adobe Suite, Social 
Media Management, 
Performing Researches 
as Needed. 

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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